THE REBOUNDER
T

he Rebounder is designed to give you consistent seed
placement and accurate depth control, leading to
improved germination and consistent emergence.
Uneven seed spacing and inconsistent depth placement are two
of the top contributors to decreased yields.

®

Rebounders
eliminate seed
bounce

For most planters the Rebounder is attached to the seed tube. It
runs 1/4" (for shallower planted seeds) to 3/8" off the bottom of
the furrow. The Rebounder is designed to work with the seed
tube, not against it, serving as a stabilizer that keeps the seed
tube in the center of the furrow.
The Rebounder moves up and down with the planter to funnel
the seed to the bottom of the seed V, also ensuring that it will
eliminate seed bounce, uneven spacing, and seeds flipped on
top of the soil.
The Rebounder maintains consistent
depth placement, generating higher
yields through healthier plants. Without
the Rebounder, inconsistent depth
placement occurs with seeds landing
3/4" to 1-3/4" deep. Shallow planted
seeds can cause poor root structure
and reduced yields.
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THE REBOUNDER
ELIMINATES COMMON PROBLEMS
▶▶ Rebounder will not build up with mud
▶▶ Will not leave seeds lodged or pressed into sidewalls
▶▶ Will not bunch seeds

®

You only have
1 chance to
get it right!

BENEFITS OF THE REBOUNDER
▶▶ Smooth concave design keeps the seed covered in the
furrow and prevents seed bounce
▶▶ Built-in neck flex allows for flexibility of the Rebounder
in all soils
▶▶ Upside down spoon shaped design forms to the seed V
▶▶ Unique half moon tip prevents seed drag
▶▶ Rebounder improves germination and consistent
emergence



K.F., IL
Planted with
firming attachments

▶▶ Inconsistent seed spacing
▶▶ Uneven emergence

Planted with
Rebounders

▶▶ Consistent seed spacing
▶▶ Uniform emergence

With the competitor’s brand on I would find seeds pressed into
the side walls of the furrow. Then I switched to the Rebounders
and now I find all seeds in the bottom of the furrow.
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